Ergonomic and At-work Exercises based Educational Program among Nurses Working in Hospital: a Protocol Design regarding Neck Disorders Prevention

Abstract

Aim: One of the most important musculoskeletal injuries in health system is neck pain. Therefore the effect of a virtual educational program based on ergonomics principles and at-work exercises regarding prevention of neck pain among nurses working in Imam Khomeini hospital in Pole dokhtar city, Lorestan province of Iran will be studied.

Methods and Instruments: This is a semi-experimental study that will be performed on nurses working in Imam Khomeini Hospital in Pole dokhtar city of Iran. The nurses will be randomly selected and divided into two intervention and control groups. The frequency of MSD as well as nurses’ knowledge, attitude and behavior will be assessed using a standard Nordic questionnaire and a researcher-made questionnaire. Principles of ergonomics and at-work exercises will be practiced just for intervention group. Reassessment will take place after three months and the results will be compared to the control group through descriptive and analytical analyses.
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Introduction

MusculoSkeletal Disorders (MSD) are one of the most common occupational health problems in many countries [1]. Work-related MusculoSkeletal Disorders (WRMSD), are disorders on which the working conditions can effect and cause or aggravate them [2]. One of the common MSD is neck pain which about 67% of people in their lives will experience it [3, 4]. Neck pain in the United States disables 7 million people annually [5]. The prevalence of these disorders in the treatment staff is higher than in other jobs in community [6]. Studies conducted in the United States and China show that one of the most important musculoskeletal injuries in health care personnel is neck pain [7-8]. About ten thousand nurses in the United States suffer from MSD each year [9], job losses and inefficiency [1]. Causes of widespread neck pain among nurses include activities such as moving the patient, sitting and standing for long periods of time, improper physical activity during work such as bending, turning the neck, and doing manual activities. Neck pain imposes a great economic burden and can lead to loss of years of work. Moreover, neck pain is prone to becoming chronic and often leads to long-term disability [10]. Furthermore, these disorders are one of the major causes of discomfort and disability in working people which are increasing [11-13].

Moreover, another major factor that causes these disorders in nurses is factors such as lack of knowledge of ergonomic principles. Due to this limited knowledge, the preparation of an educational program to improve their knowledge about these principles can play a very important role in reducing and
preventing these disorders [14-15]. Ergonomic training methods and exercise together play a more effective role in reducing these disorders [16]. Therefore, one of the preventive protocols for musculoskeletal pain could be both ergonomic suggestions and at-work exercises [17].

Nowadays mobile phone with features like communication compatibility, downloading saving, displaying and controlling, temporal and spatial flexibility and decentralization plays an important role in learning, improving learning and self-learning. Currently mobiles are available in most palaces and are user-friendly devices. Therefore, the virtual learning through mobile phone enhances learner satisfaction, encourages them and also enriches their communication activities which will finally increase the learning efficacy [18].

According to studies conducted in Iran, it can be said that in medical science education, the use of virtual methods has been more or less effective than traditional education in different conditions. Furthermore, a positive attitude and high satisfaction among students and faculty members regarding the use of virtual education in most studies have been mentioned [19]. However, the difference between the present study and other studies is reminiscent of the content taught, which is done after the training until the post-test assessment. This work makes the content more effective, which has not been considered in other studies. Therefore, this study aimed to investigate the effect of a virtual education program on ergonomic and at-work exercise principles-based behavior change regarding the prevention of neck pain in nurses working in Imam Hospital, Pol-e-Dokhtar, Lorestan province of Iran.

**Method and Instrument**
This study is a quasi-experimental study that will be done on nurses working in Imam Khomeini Hospital in Pol-e-Dokhtar city of Lorestan province.

In order to determine the sample size, the information on the hospital site was assessed. This assess shows there are approximately 100 nurses working there. Therefore, all 100 nurses (as census) will be studied if eligible. The criteria for entering the study are access to the Internet, mobile phone and the skill of using it. Criteria for excluding from the study are changing the residence, occurrence of any unforeseen events like job change or job absenteeism that prevented people from participating in the study, history of vertebral surgery, history of spinal fractures, significant neck pain and doctor’s prohibition to perform sports movements. After recruiting the eligible nurses based on inclusion/exclusion criteria, they will be divided into two groups control and intervention randomly.

For data collection Nordic questionnaire and a researcher-made questionnaire will be used. The Nordic Questionnaire is used to determine the prevalence of MSDs. This questionnaire was designed in 1987 by Cornica and colleagues at the Occupational Health Institute in Scandinavia, which is used as a standard questionnaire to collect information on MSDs [20].

This questionnaire consists of two parts: The first part contains general questions such as age, sex, work experience, education level, etc. The second part contains questions about determining the body’s complications and discomforts that the respondent should determine their pain or discomfort in 9 areas of their body including neck, shoulders, elbows, wrist / hand, upper back, waist, Pelvis / leg, one or both knees, one or both ankles / and feet during the last year [21].

Second questionnaire will be a questionnaire...
that is used to determine the knowledge, attitude and behavior of the studied nurses regarding prevention behavior regarding neck pain. This tool consists of 4 sections. First Section is about demographic data and the other three sections assess the nurse’s knowledge, attitude and preventive ergonomic based principles due to neck pain. The number of questions will be determined after determining the validity and reliability of the questionnaire. In this study, two qualitative and quantitative methods will be used to evaluate the validity of the questionnaire. Moreover, the retesting method will be used to measure the external reliability and Cronbach’s alpha will be used to measure the internal reliability of the questionnaire.

The questions that are in the field of knowledge have four-choice answers, the correct option has a score of one and each of the other three options is given a score of zero. The answer to the questions of the attitude section as a Likert spectrum from fully agreeable has a score of 5 to the complete opposite, which has a score of one. The answers to the questions in the behavior section have 5 options, with the option always giving a score of 5 and the option never giving a score of 1.

Before doing the study, because of coordination with hospital metrics, a plenary sessions with all nurses will be held to explain the purpose, procedure of implementation of the study as well as collaboration and collecting their telephone numbers for virtual education. Then, demographic, Nordic and researcher-made questionnaires will be completed by two groups of experimental and control groups.

At the next stage, according to the data analysis of the initial questionnaires, reference books, literature reviews of educational studies and educational goals of the study, educational content will be prepared as the attached program and will be executed just in the experimental group. Three months after the educational intervention, the post-test questionnaire will be completed in both groups and data will be analyzed by SPSS software version 21 through appropriate tests.

Training will be done in a virtual space through using mobile. In the first part of the training, the content of the training will be given to the experimental group with the aim of sensitizing them and enhancing their awareness. These content include information such as neck pain/disorders prevalence among nurses obtained from previous studies. Furthermore, information about risk factors or causes of MSD and neck pain and also ways to prevent these disorders will be offered. The second section of this virtual educational intervention aims to improve the nurses’ beliefs for accepting preventive behavior and that they persuade that they can prevent their neck pain / discomfort with simple self-care methods. This section will be implement through discussion with the nurses in virtual space. In the third part, nurses will be taught the principles of ergonomics and at-work exercises (Appendix) through Short Message Service (SMS) once a week up to 3 months. After 3-month follow up, all nurses in both groups will complete the Nordic and the researcher-made questionnaires.

All data will be entered into the SPSS program and analyzed through Chi square for comparing non-parametric variables, and dependent and independent T-tests for comparing parametric variables. The ethical considerations of this research are obtaining a license from Ethics committee of Faculty of Medical Sciences of Tarbiat Modares University and Lorestan University of Medical Sciences.
All information taken from participants is completely confidential and the questionnaire is unnamed. All participants should sign the informed consent form.

Discussion
We expect that the virtual ergonomics and at-work exercise program would be effective on improving the knowledge, attitude, and behavior of the nurses regarding prevention of neck pain.
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Appendix

- When the body posture while working is at suitable conditions:
  Muscle efficiency increases.
  Muscle fatigue is prevented.
  Job productivity is increased.

Lifting heavy loads can cause pain in the neck.

Severe stress is one of the causes of pain in the neck.

Best table and chair height

- The height of the chair’s seat should be approximately equal to the calf’s height. As the foot rests on the floor, the thigh and calf are approximately at 90 degrees.

- In case the seat height is not appropriate, adjustments can be made by adjusting the footrest or by using a cushion on the seat.
Ergonomic and at-work exercise recommendations for the prevention of Appendixes

The best sitting position

■ One of the best sitting positions is to have an angle of about 110 degrees between hip and spine and an angle of about 90 degrees between forearm and arm. Moreover, you should sit almost at the end of the chair, and also to lower the weight on both hips while sitting, and avoid touching the sides.

■ The elbows not to be too far from the body.

■ The wrist and hand should be in the same line with the forearm.

■ In the sitting position, the shoulders should be loose and do not move towards the ears.

■ If the monitor is at a very low position and causes the neck to bend forward to read the text, some books can be placed under the monitor.

■ One of the ways to sit properly to prevent neck pain is to sit almost at the end of the chair.

■ To prevent neck pain do not hunch over the chair or limp in it.

Mistakes that occur while sitting on a chair and behind a desk:

■ The height of the table is very high. In this case, the elbows bent and the angle of the forearm and arm becomes less than 90 degrees due to over-raising of the hands. In this case, the person may also raise his/her shoulder.

■ The height of the armrest is very high. In this case, the elbow is bent and the forearm and arm angle becomes less than 90 degrees due to over-raising of the hands. In this case, the person may also raise their shoulders.

■ The seat is very long and the person sits on the edge of the chair.

■ The best position is to sit almost at the end of the chair, and also to lower the weight on both hips while sitting, and avoid touching the sides.

■ The armrest is designed so that the arm rests against the edge of the desk and the person’s leg does not go under the table. The distance between the chair and the table must be in a way that forearm rests on the table or be placed on the chair armrest. At any case it’s necessary that the elbow be supported and the arm and forearm have an angle about 90 degrees.

■ If the chair is too high, we will crumple while writing or typing on the work surface and the neck will be in an inappropriate position.

■ If the chair is too short, the forearm may get close to the arm while writing or typing the forearm, which can cause shoulder and neck pain. In such case the knees and the spine’s posture would not be appropriate.

■ Sitting in a lounge or humpposition.
**How to stand behind a desk**

- If the height of the table is short, you can raise the table height by placing a wooden surface on it.
- One of the correct ways of standing behind the desk is to put your feet under the table and do the work with a straight spine.
- Put your feet under the table and get the work done with the spinal column straight.
- **If the work environment is long:**

  When the desk and chair are high, it is necessary to use the footrest.

  For long-period standing either balance the weight equally on both legs or preferably place one foot on a stool or on something higher.

**Sleeping and pillow height**

- Getting enough sleep and being in the right state is one of the best ways to prevent neck pain.
- Another point about sleeping at night to prevent neck pain is not to sleep on your chest.
- One of the points about sleeping at night to prevent neck pain is to put the pillow in a way it maintains the normal alignment of the spine and at the same time fills the gap between the neck and the shoulder.

**Lift the load from the upper floors of the shelves**

- When performing tasks such as taking medicine off the medicine cabinet at a higher position according to the shoulders, be sure to use a stool or so.

**Blood sampling**

- While drawing blood from veins we should not bend the head, neck or waist to the patient. The best position is to sit on a chair next to the patient.
- While getting a shot and having no access to a chair and being forced to stand, it is better to bend your knees slightly to reduce your spine being bent.

- When you have to bend my neck while working, it is better to reduce the distance between the work surface and my neck to avoid over-bending my neck as much as possible.

- Avoid carrying heavy loads or light loads unilaterally that cause the neck and back to bend sideways.
Do not put your hands in your pockets for long walks to keep your hands moving freely, which is the opposite of the legs, reducing energy consumption in the body.

When you are forced to bend you neck over while working, it is better to move the head slowly from time to time in different directions.

To prevent neck pain, try not to sit for more than 20 minutes, get up and sit again after a few stretching movements.

Neck problems can be largely prevented despite poor working conditions by doing simple exercise during work.

Simple exercise

- Do this exercise sitting or standing
- If you’re in a sitting position, try to keep the spine straight and avoid leaning to the chair.
- Perform the exercises gently without feeling any pain in the neck as following:
  a) Slide the chin toward the ceiling and bend your head backward. Then slowly restore it to its normal position.
  b) Lower the chin to the chest and bend the head forward. Then slowly return it to your normal position.
  c) Bend your head slowly to the right and left. Be careful not to rotate the face up and down during this movement.
  d) Turn your head slowly to the right and left. Be careful not to rotate the face up and down during this movement.

Perform each movement gently five to ten times three times a day.

- Raise your shoulders up and then down after a short pause.

Hold every move between five to seven seconds. Ten times, Three times a day

- To perform this exercise you need to either stand or sit on a chair with your spinal column straight and slowly get double chin.
- Be careful not to bend the head and neck for double chin, but as the head is straight, push the chin backwards slowly.
- After a short pause, return the head and neck back to the normal position.
- Make each move for five seconds, ten times,
three times a day.

- Be sitting or standing
- Like what you can see in the picture, place one of your hands behind your neck gently move the head away from the side of the hand placed on your back.
- Then look at the shoulder as shown in the picture and bring your head back to normal position. Repeat the move for the opposite side as well.
- Hold each stretch for up to five seconds and return the head back to its previous position and then, repeat the move to the opposite side.
- Wait a short time between each stretches and don’t perform the move too fast.
- You can slowly twist your shoulders backwards after each stretch.
- Two or three times for each side, three times a day

The best situation is to keep any stretch up to thirty seconds.

Exercise each stroke 2-3 times and three times per day.
Try to increase the stretching time gradually.

- Be in the sitting or standing position and place your hand on your back as you can see in the picture.
- Gently push the head away from the hand placed in the back.
- Then look at the shoulder as shown in the picture.
- Slowly return the head back to the normal condition.
- Repeat the move for the opposite side as well.
- Hold the stretching position for five seconds and slowly return the head to the former position
- Then do the opposite.
- Wait shortly between the two stretches and don’t do the move too fast.

After each stretch you can gently twist your shoulders backwards and repeat each stretch two to three times for every side, three times a day.
Try to increase the stretching time gradually. It is better to keep any stretch condition up to thirty seconds.
• Get double chin, then slowly bend forward with the help of your hands and without double chin being removed.
• With one hand, you can keep your double chin.
• Hold the stretching position for five seconds and return the head slowly to the first position.

Perform the movement three times a day, ten times

• Hold the shape of your hands so that the elbow and arm angle, and the arm and body are approximately.
• Stand on the wall.
• One foot closer to the wall.
• Slowly push yourself against the wall to feel a slight pull on the front and front of your chest.
• Then slowly move away from the wall.
• Hold up to 5 seconds and slowly return to the original.

Exercise each stretch 2 to 3 times a day
Try to increase the stretching time gradually
When you are able to increase the stretching time to 30, do this stretch 2 times each time and perform the movement twice a day.

• You can perform this exercise in sitting or standing position.
• The important point is that the head and the neck must be in their normal position and not to be bent or turned to any sides.
• For the sake of that, it is better to perform the very exercise in front of the mirror with your face being straight.
• Hold each movement between six to ten seconds, for ten times and three times a day.
• The amount of pressure you apply must be less than the maximum power.
a) Put your palms on the forehead and press the forehead to the hands as you want to bend the head and neck forwards. Be careful not to move the head and the neck really, in this exercise.

B) Put your palms behind your head and press your head into your hands as you want to bend the head and the neck backwards. Be careful not to move the head and neck really, in this exercise.

c) Put the right palm the right side of your head and press the head to your hand, as you want to bend the head to the right. Be careful not to move the head and neck really, in this exercise.

Repeat the move to the opposite side as well.

- Be standing
- Like what you see Slide your hands back and hook them together then bring your two shoulders closer form back.

Hold every move between five to seven seconds
Perform the movement three times a day, ten times.